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    Mr. Ford's Toilet 

Flooding  is coming, so be prepared! The Natural 

Resources Defense Council, NRDC, says our area of the 

Midwest is at the highest risk for more frequent and 

intense storms causing increased flooding-- a 50 percent 

increase by 2040, and up to 160 percent by 2100.  

 But if you happen to live in Lake Geneva's Golfview 

Condominiums on the Hillmoor Golf Course, flooding  

already exists on a regular basis because every time it 

rains, you get flooded. Why? Irresponsible development 

and poor planning for stormwater runoff. 

Now another development is being proposed for the same 

Hillmoor Golf Course area by an Illinois Developer, 

Michael  Ford, so the question is  how does he plan to 

deal with the stormwater run off problem on his 250+ unit 

development on Hillmoor?  

Rain, snow-melt and stormwater  drain off  of streets, 

parking lots, driveways and rooftops and in the process  

accumulate toxic pollutants from salt, oil, gas, asphalt 

residue, and other disease-carrying organisms. As the 

already polluted stormwater then runs over the landscape, 



it  gathers  soil, organic rot,  fertilizers and pesticides 

from lawns, and anything else in its path, and it collects 

like sewage in a pond. Animal waste from dogs, birds and 

wild animals, also get into the water and elevate the 

bacterial levels to further contaminate the pond--thereby  

creating more potential for health risks, mucking up the 

water, and encouraging weed and algae growth. 

We have a name for this contaminated stormwater 

collection system caused by development. What should  

appropriately be called the 'developer's toilet,' we tactfully  

call  Stormwater Retention Pond and Mr. Ford has done a 

very slick job of solving this normally vexing problem of 

stormwater collection, except he's calling his developer's 

toilet  a lake--Lake Hillmoor. He can call it anything he 

wants, even Little Lake Geneva, but this "Lake" is still 

Mr. Ford's Toilet collecting polluted, contaminated and 

toxic stormwater from his development and the 

surrounding developments which , he says, he will use  in 

order to keep Lake Hillmoor filled. 

 NRDC studies show that  stormwater pollution rivals 

sewage plants and large factories as a source of damaging 

pollutants in our drinking water and at our beaches. So 

will Lake Hillmoor pass the 'duck test' 5 years from now?  



Will it still look like the lake and operate like the lake it 

was when it was first filled with clean water from the city 

aquifer, or will Lake Hillmoor look, act, and perform like 

the giant developer's toilet it really is?   

However,  in 5 years Mr. Ford and his crowdfunders will 

be long gone back to Illinois and, like it or not,  it will 

become  the City of Lake Geneva's responsibility, 

especially if the lawsuits come from those people who 

bought Ford's a-Ford-able homes on a "lake" that turned 

into a cesspool and toilet. The fact that the project was 

approved by the Plan Commission and City Council after 

exercising their required due diligence and careful 

investigation before approval,  puts a good deal of the 

responsibility for future problems at Lake Hillmoor on the 

City. 

 One newspaper article on the subject discussed  a lawsuit 

filed by property owners, who also bought homes on a 

man-made "lake," against a city for allowing the 

developer's toilet or retention pond to be called a lake. 

They said, "We were told it was a lake. The city now calls 

it a retention pond." Mr. Johnson's business was hired to 

try to clean the pond, but Johnson, the Pond Guy, said he 

spends a lot of time explaining to people, "you don't live 



on a lake-- you really don't, you live on a retention pond." 

That's exactly what the home owners on Lake Hillmoor 

might very well be saying when Mr. Ford escapes back to 

Illinois leaving nothing more than a glorified developer's 

toilet--a retention pond.  

Mr. Ford's plans show a "Beach" area and his Consultant 

Lake Engineer, Mr. Mark Landstrom,  said at the 10/19 

Public Hearing that swimming will be one of the  

recreational activities on Mr. Ford's Retention Pond. Sure, 

swimming might be possible the first couple years 

because the lake is originally being filled by about  6-9 

million gallons of water from the same aquifer the city 

uses for its water; but long term, it's not possible to keep 

the water uncontaminated without continually pumping 

clean water from the city aquifer and flushing the polluted 

water into the White River or into the city's sewer system. 

Or Mr. Ford could install his own special water treatment 

plant that constantly circulates, filters, and treats the 

contaminated reclaimed stormwater, but you can't swim in 

reclaimed water.  

So the Plan Commission and City Council have to be 

extremely insistent that Mr. Ford addresses these issues. 

You cannot swim in a toilet--not even Mr. Ford's toilet, so 



how does he plan to continually pump city water from the 

city's aquifer into the "Lake" to flush the stormwater 

pollutants into the White River or City Sewer System?  

Additionally, since Mr. Ford will probably drill his own 

well into the city aquifer,, what happens when the aquifer 

dries up? Plus, has the proximity of the White River been 

thoroughly checked for risks of pollution and 

contaminants coming into the White River from Mr. 

Ford's toilet and the intense flooding predicted for the 

future? In fact, what experts have been consulted to 

evaluate all the environmental and ecological risks this 

lake and development pose to Geneva Lake, its 

Watershed and the White River? Saying you've checked 

all these risks with Dan Winkler will be worthless in court 

and ignoring these risks again puts the City at risk for 

future lawsuits 

   

The point is that the Lake Hillmoor Development is way 

too risky and cockamamy for the City of Lake Geneva to 

even consider, let alone approve. Endangering the City's 

aquifer, sewer system, and the White River is totally 

irresponsible.  At the 10/19 Public Hearing, City Planner 

Mike Slaveny exposed his concern about this "Lake 



Concept" and specifically warned the Plan Commission 

and City Council to vote against the Comprehensive Plan 

and Map Change if they too have "any problem with the 

concept." Slaveny compared it to the Basso Development 

saying once the Comprehensive Plan change was 

approved, the Plan Commission and City Council were 

then forced to approve the zoning despite the very serious 

misgivings they had about the details of the project. So 

what's the lesson to be learned in attempting to change the 

City Comprehensive Plan: Once you break the egg, all the 

kings horses and all the king's men can't put the egg, or 

the Comprehensive Plan, back together again.  

 


